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To my mother and father.
for their hard work. their examples.
their agricultural heritage

Let us ne ver forget that the cult~vat ~ on
o f the e arth is the most important labor
o f man. When tillage be9ins. more arts
fol l ow. The farmers. therefore. are the
f ounders of c ivil~zat i on.
-- Daniel Webster

Some cycles revolve frequently enou9h to
be well known in a man's lifetime. Some
are complete only in the memory of several
generat i ons.
And others are so vast that
their motion can only be assumed • • • •
We are kept in touch with these cycles.
not by technolo9Y or politics or any other
strictly human device. but by our necessary
biol09ical relation to the world.
It is
only in the processes of the natural world.
and ~n analo90us and related processes of
human culture. that the new may grow usefully
old. and the old be made new.
Wendell Berry
Continuous Harmony

~

The memory is a livin9 thin9--it too
is in transit.
But durin9 its moment.
all that is remembered joins. and
l i ves--the old and the young. the
past and the present. the living and
the dead.
-- Eudora Welty
Writer's Beginnings

~
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Preface

In an age of great technological pro .... America has in a
aenae

to view hubris--the flaw

CXDI!

~ide

~

-se

and

~

militarily . and technologiCAlly.

laBric.

A ••~ ••

Nature.

>oS

NAturw °

hAve endAngered

ecuaaiCAlly.

AncI yet . . . . . only now hAve

tragic npercuuiona culwr.J.ly and _Uai
~

-se

lncieed. auch

begun to learn. the ACqUi.i uan and .ainc.nAnce of

hood. . . . hAve

IIIiIIlY tragic

CUllp&titive industrial aociety ia

and generAtes overocnfict.nce.

excea.i _ _ has

&0

infinite. our l i _ endleuly luxurioua.

our aaiutiona boundleu.
fueled by

felled

HKtlinea and cx:.aputer. hAve

heroe&--aa a lIICdem-<iay virtue.

our pouibilities _

web

auch

.tAlly.

'XI . . now _

poooer beAr

1brough our

thet by c:t.Mging

ounel_.

PertiApa because . . . of the ecologiCAl and culwral

~

of our actiona are now aurfacing . . . . ,..,..raantic and agrarian
writer. hAve evolved an tna.uingly
relatiONlhip with Naturw.

~tucKy'.

~actiCAl

vi... of m-uty'.

WIndell Berry ia

QIW

of

~

ccncerned writer.; hia phlloeop.y i. a bl.nd of raantici_.

cl... ici .... and reilli_ .uxlling NAturw and .treuing nAwral
and aocial ocder. balancing ~on and reouon. art and ~actic.lity.

laBrica

~

such a wrlter: a r.Aliat and aocial critic &hawing

us our rapid culwral decaYI a

~lauiciat

aerting didactici_;

a traditionaliat at once CAlling foe a Rt.urn to agrarillll

val~

Vl

and ac knowl edg i ng the eV1 l s inherent

ill

our nation's pas t; a ranantic

championing simplicity in living and pranoting love and understanding
of Nature; a staunch environmentalist unveil ing our relentless
abuse of natural gifts and our ultimately self~feating proclivities;

and. finally. a teacher and prophet showing us the way toward
restoration and wholeness.
To date. Berry's canon includes over thirty books of poetry.

essays. and fictioo. and lIOOCes of other WlCOllected essays and
poems published in pericx:licals.

'Ibis study. by necessity. lacks

definitiveness. for Berry's canon ocntinues to evolve. and his
writing ocntinues to rise in popularity and critical acclaim.
hhat it does offer. though. is a helpful introduction to his cultural
and aqricultural philoaophy vital to the central themes found in

his essays and poetry (and his fiction •

..ruch merits a separate

study beyond the soope of this

And it provides. 1 hope.

per) .

sane groundl.ork for future studi es.
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Although wendell Beery's first book. a novel. appeared in
1960. he did not gain signif i cant national attention until the
publication of his nonfiction manifesto.
CUlture

!!!!! Agriculture.

in 1977.

~

2f

Unsettling

ltIIIerica:

Since its publication. Berry

has III)Wd increasingly toward the proae of persuasion as he continues

to sharpen his acgUEllt in .upport of a ~actical. continuous hamcny

between the Iuaan ecoualiY and Nature.
~.

of

IUIi canan as a ..tlole-the

eaaayli. and fIOIIels-is an ongoing and thorough exploration

I1IaI\'S

use of and relationship to the land.

Ac<Juing that the health of a culture i. linked to the twalth
of its land. Beery fOCUllell on ilCjricultuce. particularly the growing
conflict bet_ tradi tiona
cyclic vision) and modem
lineae vision).

All

II

<cUIiU.Il9 (which . .pouses

ilCjr J.bwl~

(which

II

hamcnious

"pOUSeli II

disoocdant

traditional faIIEC ....atec1 to the land. Beery

derives his ideas and inegea laJ:gely frail his

~actica1

expeciencea

and fCQli his devotion to careful and reaponsible land stewacdShip.
He also. in his nonfiction. tums to several ilCjricultural (as well

as a f ew literacy) wri ters of the past and
to his

~e&elt

."wort

acgl&lBlta.

'l'cadi tiona! farming has taught Beery the
hili

to lend

~

conoept&

..nich infom

and essays (as well as his novels and ahoct stories. which

...ci t a separate study beyond the IICIOp! of this paper).

Foe exaalple.

he has learned. and continues to l earn. the iqIoctance of undec-

lX

standing and acknowledging the primal, and ruling, character of
a "place"; of loolting to Nature for guidance , 1nstruction, and justice;
and of allYlng f anning practices to Nature's "ioIleel" of birth, growth ,
maturity, death, and decay.
and connect his central
r_l.

'Ibis cycle and related DIOtifs unify

~,

particularly death as a _

In Berry's view, one of the

crwce&

of

in the agricultural

crisis is that, ...nereas traditional farming seeks a natural balance
between growth and decay, industrial farming, t.caUM of its pull
toward _

production, su-ea- growth only (a

li~

inclination),

which -.rs out the land and le.ds inevitably to infertility.

Tracing

our modern crisis to our past and to our pnIMfIt character and culture,
Berry

~

the r.ufications of our abuse of Nature's "gifts."

Berry's stralg _ _ of Nature's cycle is the basis foc hi.
i'M9"ry of departures and returns.

I\a a crucial part of the cycle.

dea·'l is prerequisite to life , and Berry

~

Ulp--rtance of

understandlng "that the land we live on and the liva we live are
the gifts of death" (1IaE Eccncaica 62).

'llle

~

cycle 1& at once destructive and reatocative; Berry
by allying our Naan eculClily

IIIDCe

of NAture's
~

that

Wlth natural cyclic ,,0 _sea

rather than with man-made lu-r-and ultimately destructiw

01_.

we and future generations can live with hcpe and assurance t.hroI.ajh
the poui bility of rene nJ •

Chapter One

The Milieu. Canon. and Controlling Conflict:
An Introduction

Born into the milieu of Southern Agrariani.m in
1934. Wendell Berry matured a. one world continued
to .upplant another: under the gui.e of ·progre ••• •
urbanization and indu.trialization were u.urping what
had been for .oae tiae a dooaed .outhern culture.
A. prophe.ied in

~ ~ ~

Stand • • uch aodernization

was de.troying the traditional rural way of life.
Ber r~·

hi .

• • tanding at what was potentiall

e end of

family'. agrarian lineage. was in a .en.e an

incarnation. a. were all contemporary agrarian •• of
the South'. greate.t conflict: whether to hold on to
traditional value •• e.pecially it. clo.e. often .piritual
tie with the land. or to .urre nder to aodern ·progre •• • •
After writing and teaching in New York and California.
Berry eventually was able to reconcile what au.t have
been an i mmense per.onal ten. ion and return to hi.
native hoae.

H15

deci.ion to .u.tain hi. rural Kentucky

heritage evolved out of hi • • trong .en.e of re.pon.ibility
to hi. faailial land. hl. ance.tor •• and hi. heir ••
10

11

A Belf-acknowledged anachronism,l Berry has dedicated
his life to the stewardsh i p of his Henry County farm
and to the perpetuat i on, through his writings, of a
singular but highly ramify i ng argwsent: that America's
declin i ng cu l tural health i s directly linked to the
declining health of its l and.

In Berry's view, the

root cause of many of our cultural and enviroruaental
maladies is our attitude toward the land. particularly
as manifest.d in our .adern agricultural .y.t.m.

He

maintains that a. agriculture tran.for. .d into
·agribu.in•••• • w. began to vi.w the land as a sort
of factory. producing without r.gard to Natur.'. law
of r.pl.ni.n..nt/ agribu.in. . . . . n. Berry as •• rt. in

!2!

Un •• ttling

2!

A8erica (y!). began to perc.ive th.ir

farm' • • ucc •• • in t.r •• of the ". p hi. ti cation uf it.
equipment. the

s~&e

of

~t.

incoae. or .v.n the .tati.tic.

of it. productivity· and forgot that ·the true . .a.ure
of agriculture· i. ·the good health of the land· (188).
Berry argu •• that .uch a linear vi.ion is a fatal one
becau.e
to

~t

con.~der

focu ••• primarily on the pre •• nt and fail.
a particular far.'. pa.t and to make

prov i .ion. for it. future.

Con.ideration of past and

f uture to help guide and limit the pr •• ent r.quire.
a cyclic vi.ion of the land a • • ubject to Nature'.
rath.r than man'. dictates--e.pecially Nature'. ruling
cycle. which Si r Albert Howard. an agricultural writer

12

Berry often c i tes,2 calls "the Whee l of Life": "the
successive and repeated processes of birth, growth,
maturity, death, and decay" (Soil and Health 18).
Out of the backdrop of tension between modernization
and tradition--to Berry between the linear and cyclic
visions--emerged the catalyst for Berry's poetry, fiction,
and essays, all of which serve to complement each other
in setting and theme.

Though the lessons he teaches

are universal, his primary setting is the physical
and social world of his native region.

Because he

writes about the interrelationship of land and people
in an era of urbanization, the majority of his essays
are by obligation polemic; his fiction and poetry,
didactic.

A prerequisite to an informed understanding

and appreciation of Berry's art and arg l'
that he views himself foremost as a
wedded to his natural "place."

nts is knowing

trad~tional

farmer

His themes and images

evolve primarily out of his and his ancestors'
agricultural experiences rather than from occasional
observation, on which so many other nature poets have
often relied.

He knows by heart the intricate cycle

of Nature, the value of understanding the uniqueness
of place, the role of Nature as teacher and judge,
and the complexity of man's relationship to and proper
use of the land.
Berry has become one of our preeminent and most

13

rt ic u la t e defe n de r s of t he bes t of ou r
Amer~ ca n

he

pr~n ci p le s.

tra di t~on al

As a poet, nov e list, and essayist

abl e t o o tfe r a r e mark a b l y accurate, often po i gnant

~s

r e f lect i on o f whe re o u r c u l tur e has been, where it
is now, and wher e i t may be headed .

He i s the la test

i n a ser i es o f Amer ic an wr i ter s who have emerged
periodi c a l ly to c heck our rel a tionship with the natural
world.

In th e last century, for example, Thoreau,

through his prophetic Walden,

quest~oned

obsession with materialism and

America's

critic~zed

its continuation

of a ruthless invasion dnd mishandl i ng of Nature, a
temperament inherited from our ravenous pioneers.
Thoreau was one of the first in this

ser~es

to call

for ·simplicity· in living and to warn of the arrogant
and dangerous assumpt i ons that natura l
l i mitless and that man can
without dire consequences.

l~ve

s ources are

independent of Nature

But America ignored Thoreau's

wisdom in order to nurture the seeds of civil war and
~ndustrializat~on.

Later, in the first half of the

20th century, the Southern

Agrar~ans

of

!:1l

~ ~

Stand fought hard to preserve their culture's agrarian
values (some of the best along with some of the worst).
But in the arena of modern "progress· their back-tothe-land movement waned 1 n the face of i ntense Southern
industrializat~on

and urbanization.

The post world War 11 era of technology, part i cularly

14

the intense mechanization of agrLcu l ture. roused another
prophetic voice of caution.

Viewing America as a land

of "conquistadors" armed wi th a "mixture of fantasy
and avarice"

(~

3). Berry emerged full bloom three

decades after the war with an extensive. passionate
argument probing our accelerating abuse of "natural
gifts" and our betrayal of Thomas Jefferson's agrarLan
precepts.

Recognizing America's crisis and need for

a voice. the Sierra Club of San Francisco. founded
in 1892 by John Muir for "the study and protection
of the nation's scenic and ecological resources"
copyright page). published!2! Unsettling
Culture

~

Agriculture in 1977.

2!

(~

AmerLca:

This nine-chapter

exploration of how the modern industrial econoey is
a predator of land and people established P

~ ry's

prominence as a national writer and proved him
force as social critic and environmentalist.

powerful
Like

the agrarian writers before him. Berry in this book.
as poet Cary Snyder comaents on the second edition's
back cover. "shows what we lost of our real human American
potential when we lost our commitment to living well.
in place. on the land."

By turning to his experience

as a small land owner and traditional farmer to lend
focus and substance to his arguments. Berry convincingly
ties

~erica's

moral and cultural decline to man's

expansive dissocLation from the land. especially VLa

15

~h e

r a p id d 1sa ppea r a n ce of

all

~h e

"~h e

~ radi ~ io n al

~ U n se ~~l i ng

work s in h i s ca non,

ca ps~on e

fa rms.

Li k e

o f Amer i c a ,

o f Be rry' s non fictio n p rose, th e

mos~

outspoke n a nd the most c ontrovers i al of his books·
( Ward 2 06),

re f lec~s

hi s

con~en~ion

that land and peop l e

are d eep l y i nterwoven, an d that to tamper with one
1S

to tamper with them both.

Berry argues that

we have given up the understanding-dropped i t out o f our language and so out
of our thought--that we and our country create
one another, depend on one another, are
l iterally part o f one another; that our land
passes in and out of our bodies just as our
bodies pass i n and out of our land; that
as we and our land are part of one another,
so all who are living as neighbors here,
human and plant and animal, are part of one
another, and so cannot possibly flourish
a l one; that, therefore, our culture must
be our response to our place, our culture
and our pla ce a re images of ea cn ther and
i nseparab l e fr om ea ch oth e r, all so ni::.L ther
can be better than the other.
( UA 2)
Like Walden and

~ ~ ~

Stand,

~

Unsettling

o f Amer ic a has emer g ed as one in a series of American
mani fe s~oes

c alling for a retun i ng of America's fading

cultural/natural harmony.

This work may be viewed

a s a thematic culmination of Berry's works before and
a source for works after its publication; william Ward
1n

~

Literary History of Kentucky calls the work "a

po i nt to which, as a re f ormer, h i s essays, novels,
and poems had been le a ding him and for wh i ch they had
be en prel i minary stud i es ·

(206).

Berry's growing

16

1n ig natl0n towa r d the bureaucratic "orthodox"
agriculture. as he explains in the book's Preface.
called the work into being and probably accounts for
its comprehensiveness and its author's outspokenness:
"1 realized that my values were not only out of fashion.
but under powerful attack.
of a threatened minority·

1 saw that I was a member
(~vi).

And he had good

reason to feel this way: By the time he was 46. Berry
had seen his own state's farm population decrease by
76 percent and the total number of Kentucky farms by
53 percent between 1945 and 1980 (Universal Almanac
150).

Across America. the total farm population plummeted

from 24.9 percent in 1930 to 2.2 percent in 1986:
accordingly. the nation's 6.2 million farms of the
1930's dwindled to 2.1 million farms in the .

e 1980's.

To maintain production demands. this loss in numbers
was offset by an increase in agricultural scale. with
the avera g e acreage of farmland nearly tripling between
1930 and 198 7 . from 157 to 461 acres per farm (Universal
Almanac 32).

Traditional farming. along with the small

land owners' faithful care for the land. nearly vanished
in the wake of industrial agriculture.

Berry's increasing need to salvage traditional
farming and to impede industrial agriculture is reflected
in the evolution of his canon.

Until the publication

of 1'he Unsettling of America . Berry was acclaimed more

17

for his poetry and fiction than for his nonfiction.
But a decade later his reputation as an essayist caught
up with, perhaps even passed, his reputation as a poet
and novelist.

This rise in popularity as an essayist,

as expected, para l lels his increased production of
nonfiction over the following decade.

Before 1978,

his published canon (in book form) was composed of
nearly 60 peLcent poetry (I) books), 27 percent nonfiction
(6 books), and 1) percent fiction () boOks).)

But

as the new decade approached and his message gained
more urgency, Berry chose as his primary medium his
most direct, polemic, and didactic voice--the essay.
The twelve years following

!2!

Unsettling

2i

America,

1978-1990, saw four new volwaes of essays along with
Recollected Essays 1965-1980 (!!) and new
of The Unsettling

2i

itions

America and ~ Hidden wound. 4

In the same span he published three volumes of new
poems along with Collected Poems 1957-82 (£f),5 (whereas
in the previous twelve years--1964 to 1976--he published
over a dozen books of poetry).

And during the 1980's

he produced a short novel, a collection of six short
stories, and a highly revised edition of an earlier
novel.

6

His pull toward nonfiction in the 1980's suggests

that as America became more environmentally concerned,
Berry began to focus less on teaching by poetic and
fictional example and more on straightforward argument

18

and persuasion.
Perhaps because Berry's aessage began to rise
both in urgency and popularity. the Sierra Club published
a paperback second edition of
ln 1986.

~

unsettling of America

In the new Preface to this edition. Berry

reflects on the nine-year interim. finding scae inklings
of hope but asserting that ·every problem I dealt with
in this book. in fact. has grown worse since the book
was written· (viii):
That the situation was not good--for far.s
or far . . rs or rural ca..-unities or nature
or the gener.l public--w.s even then .vid.nt
to the experi.nced ob•• rv.r who would turn
•• ide froe the pr.conc.ption. of ·.gribu.in••• •
.nd look . t the . . rk. of d.t.rior.tion th.t
w.r. plainly vi.ibl.. And now, .lao.t •
d.c.d. l.t.r, it i • • vid.nt to everyone th.t,
. t le•• t for f.r . . r • • nd rur.l ~
unitie.,
the .itu.tion i. c.t.strophic.
. • (vii)
And he e.phasizes this crisis' raaific.tions by .dding,
But this is not just. fin.nci.l crisis for
country people. Critic.l questions .re being
.sked of our whole soci.ty: Are we, or .r.
we not, going to t.ke proper c.re of our
l.nd, our country? And do we, or do we not,
belleve in • deaocr.tic distribution of us.bl.
property? At present, th.s. questions .r.
being .nswered in the n.g.tive. Our soil
.rosion r.t.s .re worse now th.n during the
y•• rs of the Dust Bowl.
In the .rid l.nds
of the West, w• • r. overusing and w.sting
the suppli.s of w.ter. Toxic pollution froe
.gricultur.l ch •• ic.ls is • growing proble••
We . r . clos.r .very day to the fin.l destruction
of priv.te own.rship not only of s . . ll f •• ily
far . . , but of . . . 11 us.ble proper tie. of
all kinds.
(viii)
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Berry's arguments and those of th e writers he cites
suggest that we should turn away from many of our
conventional standards of j udgment.

He argues that

we rely too blindly and habitually on our nation's
·centers of power· and "centers of academics" to provide
our standards of living. thinking. and working.

The

result has been that our many cultural and environmental
crises have worsened.

Berry's solution prescribes

that we as individuals and as families must determine
what is right in relation to our ·place.·

Effective

change. he argues. can begin only on the practical
scale of home and community.

He explains in "The Futility

of Global Thinking· that
we have failed to produce new
mples of
good hoae and coaaunity econoa
• and we
have nearly coapleted the destruction of
the examples we once had. Without examples.
we are left with theory and the bureaucracy
and the meddling that come with theory.
We change our principles. our thoughts. and
our words. but these are changes made in
the air. Our lives go on unchanged.
(17)
And he continues by offering a practical solution:
·Our understandable wish to preserve the planet must
somehow be reduced to the scale of our competence--that
is. to the wish to preserve all of its humble households
and neighborhoods" (18).
Berry's poetry and fiction suggest and his nonfiction
lmplores an urgent return to time-proven. traditional
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scandards of 11ving and working.

Like some of his

concemporaries and so many other English and American
,_ . 7 Berry t urns co
poets before h ~~

ature as a standard

and a guide--not to a genera11zed. abstract Nature.
but to the Nature of his particu l ar "place."

In "Taking

Nature's Measure" Berry explains this idea in the context
of agr1culture:
In light of the necessity that the farmland
and the farm people should thrive while
produc1ng. we can see that relying on the
single standard of productivity has led to
failure.
Now we must learn to replace that standard
with one that is more comprehensive: the
standard of nature. • • • By returning to
"the nature of the place" as the standard.
we acknowledge the necessary limits of our
own intentions. Farming cannot take place
except in nature; therefore. if nature does
not thrive , forming cannot h ve.
But we
know. too. that nature inclu sus • • • •
If it does not thrive. we cannot thrive.
The appropr1ate measure of farm1ng. then.
is the world's health and our health. and
these are inescapably ~ measure.
(21)
With Nature as his guide. Berry seeks to lead his readers
back to the tradit10nal agrarian values that have been
lost in America's desperate shuffle for "progress."
In th1s way. as Donald Hall asserts in a review of

!h! Unsettling £i America. Berry has become "a prophet
of our healing. a utopian poet-legislator like William
Blake. • • • (with a] passion for social change" (24).
At the heart of almost all of Berry's work 1S
the conflict between what he calls the modern-world
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"linear vision" and the older-wor ld "cyclic vision."
He explains this conflict in "Discipline and Hope,"
an essay in A Continuous Harmony

(~):

There are, I believe, two fundamentally
opposed views of the nature of human life
and experience in the world: one holds
that though natural processes may be cyclic,
there is within nature a human domain the
processes of which are linear; the other,
much older, holds that human life is subject
to the same cyclic patterns as all other
life.
(139)
He sees our modern "doctrine of progress" as a
manifestation of the linear vision, which "looks fixedly
straight ahead.

It never looks back, for its premise

is that there is no return.

The doctrine of possession

is complemented by no doctrine of relinquishment"
142).

By contrast, the cyclic

vis '~

(~

"recognizes in

the creation the essential principle of return: what
is here will leave to come again; if there is to be
having there must also be giving up"

!2!

Unsettling

2!

(~142).

In

Aaerica Berry explains this conflict

in the context of industrial agriculture, arguing that
the linear vision entered farming
when the specialized shapers or makers
of agricultural thought simplified their
understanding of energy and began to treat
current, living, biological energy as if
it were a store of energy extractable by
machinery. At that point the living part
of technology began to be overpowered by
the mechanical. The machine was on its
own, to follow its own logic of elaboration
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and growth apart from l~fe , the standard
that had prev~ously def1ned its purposes
a nd hence its limits.
Let loos e from a ny
moral standard or l ~mit, the machine wa s
also let loose in another way: it replaced
the Wh eel of Life as the gove rn1ng cultural
metaphor.
Life ca me to be seen as a road,
to be traveled as fa s t as possible, never
to return . Or, to put it another way,
th e Wheel o f Life be came an industrial
metaphor; rather than turning in place,
revolv i ng in order to dwell, it began to
roll on the "highway of progress· toward
an ever-receding horizon . The idea, thc
responsibility, of return weakened and
disappeared from agricultural discipline.
Henceforth, ~ resource would be regarded
as an ore. Tn)
In "Discipline and HOpe," Berry gives what he
call s the "opposing characteristics of the linear and
c yclic visions ."

His chart is worth considering in

f ull because it provides a helpful portrait of what
he often attacks and what he always p

tes.

This

li near /c yclic disparity uni fies Bcrry' s canon by serving
1mplic i tly, if not explicitly, as the controlling conflict
in his poems, novels, and essays :
Linear

Cychc

Progress . The
c onquest of Nature.

Atonement with
the creation.

'l'he Promised Land
motif i n the Westward Movement.

Black Elk's
sacred hoop, the
communitYaof
creatl.on .

Heavenly aspiration
wl.thout earthly reconciliation or stewardship. The creation a s

Reconciliation
of heaven and
earth in aspiration
toward responsibl e
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life. The creation
as source and

commodity.

~.

Training.
ming.

Program-

Education.
Cultural process.

Possession.

Usufruct.
relinquishment.

Quantity.

Quality.

Newness. The
unique and the
·original,"

Renewal, The
recurring,

Life

Life and Death

(f!!

143)

Berry's canon is remarkably coherent. and although
each genre stands well on its own .erit. "to fragment
Berry and treat books like

!h! Long-Legged House [Berry's

first essay collection. the last

s~

tion of which contains

three important autobiog aphical e •• dYs] as separate
from his poetry would do hi.--and the work--a disservice
, , ,. (Driskell 64),

One of the powers of Berry's

creative genius. after all. is his remarkable talent
to integrate. with nearly equal temper. his central
ideas into three genres,

Because he infuses the same

themes throughout his diverse forms of expression.
a careful critic of Berry's poetry or fiction must
also consider his nonfiction; his essays fuse with
his poems and novels to form a powerful. indissoluble
partnership. supporting. strengthening. and clarifying
each other,

Some of his poems. as Donald Hall suggests.

4

cou

even be harmon10usly "lnterleaved among the

chap t ers" of his nonfiction (26) .

Berry in this way

1S slm11ar, for exampl , to Ml1ton (one of Berry's
acknowledyed I lter ary kinsmen 9 ): some ideas ln Paradlse
~

may be better understood ln relation to Milton's

prose tracts; hlS Areopaqltlca, for instance, serves
to el ucld te hlS views of good and evil and

ree wl11.

Any author's poems and essays may also, when compared,
contaln co ntradictlons and amblguitles, a nd so a serious
study of the poetry may gain from a serious consideration
of the poet's essays, and vice versa.

Because Berry's

canon lS so them tlcally interconnected, and because
he is primarily a didactic wrlter, hlS essays are
requlsite readlng for a thorough understanding of hlS
poetry.

Such a unl0n of his essays and hlS F

t ry

will enhance a reader's comprehension of the dep th
of his CyCI1C V1Slon and the degree of hlS farm's
lnfluence on hlS wrlting .

Chapter Two

"Man cannot be independent of nature":
A Look at Berry' s Cultural and Agricultural Philo.ophy

In a commencement addr.ss deliver.d in June 1989
at the College of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor. Main ••
Berry po.ed soae advic. which mu.t have contradict.d
hi. audi.nce'. vi.w. of mod.rn .ucc ••• and progr •• s.
Hi. remarks could ju.t a. w.ll have b •• n tho •• of H.nry
David Thor.au speaking to hi. Harvard graduating cla ••
a c.ntury and a half .arli.r.

l

lnd••d. Berry'. advice

i. timel •••• but hi. timing . . . . . apocalyptic in vi.w
of the world'. current .nviron. . ntal cri.i • • nd • • »
B.rry .ees it. Am.rica'. cultural cri.i..

In

profound

sense. Berry'. deliv.ranc. of .uch a critical . . . .ag.
para l lel. Moses' deliverance of the T.n Coamandment.:
Berry'. advice i •• aft.r all. a pr •• cription for world
healing through the impo.ition of a •• t of law.--Natur.'.
law..

Berry clo ••• hi. addr ••• (lat.r publi.h.d a.

" The Futillty of Global Thinking·) with a ••qu.nc.
of proph.tic advice divid.d into

~

ca..and •• which.

h • • ay •• "i • • imply my hope for u. all" (·Futility·
22).

Th••• bit. of advic. are at the h.art of Berry'.
25

26

personal a nd lite rary world, and collecti vel y they
represent a compa c t thesis of his work (numbers mine):
1.
2.

l.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

Beware the j ustice of Nature.
Understand that there can be
no successful human economy apart
from Nature or in defiance of
Nature.
Understand that no amount of
education can overcome the innate
limits of human intelligence
and responsibility. We are not
smart enou9h or conscious enou9h
or alert enou9h to work responsibly
on a 9i9antic scale.
In makin9 thin9s always bi9ger
and more centralized, we make
them both more vulnerable in
themselves and more dangerous
to everythin9 else.
Learn,
therefore, to prefer small-scale
ele9ance and generosity to
large-scale 9reed, crudity, and
9 l amour.
Make a home.
Help to make a
comaunity. Be loyal to what
you have made.
Put the i nterest of t ..
IIUIll.onity
first.
Love your nei9hbors--not the
nei9hbors you pick out, but the
ones you have.
Love this airaculous world that
we did not make, that is a 9ift
to us.
As far as you are able make your
lives dependent upon your local
place, nei9hborhood, and
household--which thrive by care
and generosity--and independent
of the industrial economy, which
thrives by damage.
Find work, if you can, that does
no damage.
Enjoy your work.
Work well.
("Futility" 22)

Taken in the context of Berry's canon, this sequence
represents far more than a neo-romantic or a9rarian
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appeal to return to "s1mplic1ty."

To think of h1S

advice solely 1n th1S way 1S to misi nt erpret it, for
it is more of an oracular warn1ng: either rethink our
attitudes toward each other a nd the natural world or
cont1nue on a path toward natural-, cultural-, and
self-annihilation.

Although Berry's tenets echo those

of Thoreau and the Southern Agrarians, h1S advice is
more crit1cal than that of his literary predecessors,
for we now more than ever threaten our existence w1th
destructive potentials unimaginable only a few decades
ago.

Berry explains our critical condition in "The

Loss of the Future," an essay in

!h!

Long-Legged House

(~):

We have reached a point at whi ch we must
either con3ciously desire n choose and
determine the future of the earth or submit
to such an involvement in our destructiveness
that the earth, and ourselves ith it, must
certainly be destroyed. And we have come
to this at a time when it is hard, if not
impossible, to foresee a future that is not
terrifying.
(46)
Berry's work, while an exploration of man's use
of and relationship to the land, is a ·continuing search
for avenues of reentry into a proper state of harmony
w1th the natural world • • • • • (Tolliver 13).

To anyone

bent on modern progress, his ideas must seem
01d-fash10ned, unreal1stic, indeed radical.

But no

advice could be more needed, more real, and more pract1cal
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than Berry's.

In fact, as Berry argues, it is the

modern idea of progress that is unrealistic.
~n

He explains

his commencement address that
our most serious problem, perhaps, i. that
we have become a nation of fanta.ists.
We
believe, apparently, in the infinite
availability of finite re.ources. We persist
i n land-u.e methods that reduce the potentially
infinite power of soil fertility to a finite
quantity, which we then proceed to waste
as if it were an infinite quantity • • • •
We believe that democratic freedom can be
pre.erved by people ignorant of the hi.tory
of democracy and indifferent to the
responsibilities of freedom.
("Futility" 19, 22)
Throughout his work, Berry .eeks to challenge

.everal "modern" attitudes--which he •••• as bas.d
largely on hubri. 2 --and to offer healthi.r alternative.
by way of practical .olut ! on..

Leon Dri.k

J

accurately

ob.erves that Berry'. "argum.nt. are rarely .peculative
or theoretical; they are the ca-monsen.e deliberation.
of a per.on looking at the realities of hi. world"
(63-64).

Each bit of advice Berry give. i. back.d

by working exampl...

If he i. writing to reca..end

a farming technique, for in.tance. he will prove hi.
argument with .ound example. of wh.n. where. and how
the technique has worked.

2f

At one point in

!2!

Unsettling

America. for example. after di.cus.ing how a once

badly-abu.ed hillside farm ev.ntually regained it.
fertility through careful .teward.hip. Berry says,
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"I k now that tn1s 1S so because 1 have seen it done
and have do ne it myself" (185).

Such assura nce is

at least 1mplied i n almost every point he makes.
ela borate contention in

~

flis

Unsettlin g of Amer ica that

the nation's cultural crisis is closely linked to its
agricultural crisis is exemplary of his dedication
to proving each of his assertions and suggestions
completely be lievable and practical with evidence ranging
from history to national statistics to personal
experience.
The graduates listening to Berry's speech must
have had little, if any, trouble acknowledging the
need for his closing recommendations, for he was careful
to provide copious examples to assure a need for his
advice.

He asked them, for example,"W

the

catastrophes of Love Canal, Bhopal, Chernoby l , and
the Exxon Valdez episodes of war or of peace?" And
he boldly answered,
They were, i n fact, peacetime acts of
aggression, intentional to the extent that
the risks were known a nd ignored.
We are involved unremittingly in a war
not against "foreign enemies" but against
the world, against our freedom, and indeed
against our existence. Our so-callea industrial
accidents should be looked upon as revenges
of Na ture. We forget that Nature is necessarily
party to all our enterprises and that she
imposes conditions of her own.
("Futility" 22)
Pe rhaps the a tt e nt i ve graduates recognized that the
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only

alternat~ve

to these catastrophes

nd so many

more like them is to accept Berry's advice to live
by

ature's time less commandments rather than our own

timely manmade ones.
As a knowledgeable and outspoken
a

un~versity

conservatlon~st.

En9lish professor. and a traditional farmer

wedded to the land. Berry has a keener and more accurate
insi9ht into the human/Nature relationship than some
writers and social critics who seek alienation from
the world. or who are only ·weekend farmers· or si9htseers.

Berry lived and worked in hew York. California.

and Europe before returning. by desire. to his native
Kentucky home .

And he continues to travel to farms

and farmin9 communities on the continent and abroad.
So his philosophies are based much more
than the abstract.

~

the familiar

Driskell explains that Berry draws

on the particular circumstances of his
life that give substance to his arguments.
Never does he present himself as an abstract
philosopher; what wisdom he dispenses
comes from a spec~f~c awareness of his
life in a particular world.
(63)
His life.

h~s

farm work. his writing and teaching.

his home and family. and all that each involves are
extraordinarily i ntegrated.

He understands his writing

as an attempt to elucidate certain connections. primarily
the interrelationships and interdependences of man
and the natur al world .

One of his premises in

~
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Un s

tt l ~ny

at o nce e v ince s

0

c ul tur al a nd natura l i nterde pe ndan c y:
th e Cr ea t10n is r e l a ted to

e v e ryth~n g

on everyth i ng el se" ( 46 ) .

~

h~ s

not~ o n

"Ev e ryth~ny

of
in

el se and de pe nd e nt

Unsettl i ng of America.

then. is as muc h about connections as i t is about
ram1ficat i ons.

Arnold Er l ich. watchfu l of connections.

c al ls h i s book
a cool. reasoned. luci d and at times poetic
explanation of what agribusiness and the
meChanization of farming are doing to destroy
the American fabric. the community , the
household. even the sexual love that is at
the basis of communitas.
(10)
In Berry's own words. this "book is about survival.
and surv1val is to care about the welfare of all people.
urban and rural" (Ehrlich 10) .
to

he

~

of

~ ~

(~)

And in the Forward
he expla i ns th e

in the context of connections. saying that

ok

~t

sought to comprehend the causes and
consequences of industrial agriculture
within the bounds of a single argument:
that agriculture is an 1ntegral part
of the structure. both biological and
cultural. that sustains human life . and
that you cannot disturb one part of that
structure without disturb i ng all of ~t
• (ix)
Berry's paradigm of connections i s the traditional
fami l y farm . in which land. crops. animals. family .
an d community thrive through a highly integrated and
symbiotic

relat~on8h1p .

Gene Loyston. one o f sever 1

3

essay1scs in
o

leecing

1h- Ex pect t10n s £f

~

La nd ,

which Berry is a coed1to r, defi nes "tradit10nal"

fa r m1n

as
those practices of m1xed l1vestock, crop,
garden, and orchard farming brought over
from Europe and adapted to middle-American
climates and soils while being passed down
from fa ther to son.
(4)

Whereas the ruling force in these farms is b10logical,
the concrol11ng Corce in industrial farms is pr1marily
mechan1cal.

Some farms, though, are what Logston calls

"partially traditional," but even these, he explains,
"suffer from a principle basic to any biological system:
leave out one strand of the fabric of traditional faraing
and the Whole system falters" (8).
by saying that a

farm~r

And he continues

must "e1ther r

gnize all

the i ntertwining webs" or evolve "gradually into asseably
line economics" (8).
Secause the traditional farm is so intricate and
complex, a good farmer must have an unspecialized
mentality; that is, he must have developed, through
apprenticeship or years of exper1ence (or both), a
comprehens1ve working knowledge of the farm as a whole,
not J ust a mastery of its individual parts or aspects .
And he must serve in such multiple and diverse capacities
as hort1culturist, veter1narian, mechanic, electricia n,
bus1nessman, conservatlon1st , and so on.

Serry extends
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th i s 1dea beyond f arming by a rguing th at our c u lt ur a l
a nd e cological cr i ses st e m from our mode rn propensity
towa rd specializ a t i on:
The d i sease of the modern character i s
special i zation • •
The f1rst, and best known, ha zard of the
special i st system is that it produces
special1sts--people who are elaborately and
e xpensively trained ~ do ~ thing. We
get into absurdity very qU1ckly here. There
are, for instance, educators who have nothing
to teach, communicators who have nothing
to say, medical doctors skilled at expensive
cures for diseases that they have no skill,
and no interest, in preventing • • •
Specialization is thus seen to be a way of
institutionalizing, justifying, and paying
highly for a calamitous disintegration and
scattering-out of the various functions of
character: workmanship, care, conscience,
responsibility.
(~20)
And he continues by saying,
Even worse, a system of specialization requires
the abd1cation to specialists of various
coapetences and responsibilities that were
once personal and universal. Thus, the
average--one is tempted to say, the
ideal--Aaerican citizen now consigns the
problem of food production to agriculturists
and "agribusinessmen," the problems of education
to school teachers and educators, the proble.s
of conservation to cons e rvationists, and
so on.
(~20)
One of the ma j or differences between a traditional
farm and an "agribusiness" farm is the degcee of the
fac.'s diversity: traditional facms thrive by polycultuce;
modecn facms are often chacacterized by monocultuce--that
is, pcoducing one main crop or livestock for subsistence.

j
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But "nowhere" in Nature, as Sir Albert Howard explains
in An Agricultural Testament, "does one find monoculture"
(4).

Calling Nature "the supreme farmer,"3 he argues

that 1n "Nature's agriculture," "mixed farming is the
rule: plants are always found with animals: many species
of plants and animals all live together" (1) .

And

Berry ' s friend and collaborator Wes Jackson in his
book

~

Roots for Agriculture maintains the same view:

"The agricultural human's pull historically has been
toward the monoculture of annuals.

Nature's pull is

toward a polyculture of perennials" (93).

Modern orthodox

agriculture, then, is driven by a linear vision;
traditional farming, by a cyclic vision, which, as
Howard says in

!h!

~ ~

Health,

"bear~)

Nature's dictates" by blending "animal and

in mind
l egetable

existence" and returning all natural "wastes to the
land" (12), ensuring that the ·processes ot growth
and the processes of decay balance one another"
(Agricultural Testament 4).

Berry encourages this

emphasis on cyclicism as a practical remedy for the
modern agricultural crisis.
in

He writes, for example,

!h! Unsettling 2i America that
if agriculture is founded upon life. upon
the use of living energy to serve human life.
and if its primary purpose must therefore
be to preserve the integrity of the life
cycle. then agricultural technolgy must be
bound under the rule of life.
It must conform
to natural processes and limits rather than
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to mecha n ical or eco nomic models . The cult ure
that sustains agricultu re and that it sustains
must form its co ns ciousness and its a spir a tion
upon the correct metaphor of the Wheel of
Life. The appropr ia te agricultural technology
would there fo re be diverse; it would aspire
to diversity; it would enable the diversification o f economies, methods, and spec ies
to conform to the diverse kinds of land.
It would always use pla nts and animals together.
It would be as attentive to decay as to growth,
to maintenance as to production.
It would
return all wastes to the soil, control erosion,
and conserve water. To enable care and devotion
and to safeguard the local communitie~ and
cultures of agriculture, it would use the
land in small holdings.
(89)
The modern agricultural crisis, then, as Berry,
Jackson, Logston, and others see it, is a consequence
of widening the gap between man's farming practices
and Nature's own practices.

Such a disparity not only

severs the relationship of man and Nature, but also
ofte n PJts them against eac h other: the fa

r becomes

an imposition to Nature; Nature becoaes a nu i san c e
to the farmer.

Discord ensues when he begins to disrupt

her CYCliC patterns in order to establish his own linear
ones.

Moreover, many modern agricultural theories

and practices presuppose universal applications.

But

such attitudes and practices constitute an affront
to Nature--that is, the particular Nature of a particular
farm.

Traditional fa rmers are senSitive to the particular

needs of the i r farms; through the years and generations
they have looked to the Nature of their place to j udge
Whl Ch practices, plants, and animals work and thrive
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c ne o es , gI ve n th e fa c m' s condi t i o n s : "A ma n o ug h t
to scudy th e wil d ernes s o f a p lace ," Be rr y ha s wr i tte n,
"be f or e a pp l yin g to i t t he wa y s he l e a rn e d i n a noth e r
place" ( LLH 206).

He expl ai ns i n

~

Unsettling

2i

Ameri c a th a t
the land is too various i n its kinds, cl i mates.
condit i ons, decliv i ties, aspects, and histories
to conform to any generalized understanding
or to prosper under generalized treatment.
To treat every field. or every part
of every field. with the same consideration
is not farming but industry. Kindly use
depends upon intimate knowledge. the most
sensitive responsiveness and responsibil i ty.
As knowledge (hence, use) is generalized.
essential values are destroyed. As the
householder evolves into a consumer, the
farm evolves into a factory--with results
that are potentially calamitous for both.
(31)
Berry shares Alexander Pope's view that
has i ts own ruling Nature.

' place"

Pope suggests i n hi s "Epistle

to Burl i ng ton: Of the Use of Riches" that gardeners
must "In al l . let Nature never be forgot" (In. 50):
they must a lways consider and conform to Nature's dictates
g overn i ng a particular place. or in Pope's words. they
must "Consult the Genius of the Place in all" (In.
5 7 ).
~

Addit i onally, J. Russell Smith in

~

Permanent Agr i culture argues that "farmi ng

~~"

Crops:
~

III

(260); agricultural researcher Wes Jackson

demonstrates that a farmer must consider a place's
pr i mitive f orm--in his cas e the na tIve prairic--ln
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order to fa rm it successfully; a nd Joh n Todd 1 n "Tomorrow
is Our Permanent Addr ess " succinctly notes that "el ega nt
solut10ns will be predicated upon the uniqueness of
pl ace" (116).

Like these wr1ters. all of whom Berry

occasional l y cites f or support.

4

Berry stresses that

a tradit i onal fa rmer will always consider and adapt
h i s pr ac tices to the needs of the land's primal character.
Successful and sustainable agriculture. then. as Berry
understa nd s it. is possible only by maintaining a cyclic
vision. one attuned to Nature. rather than a linear
vis1on. one seeking conquest of Nature.
~

Roots

Jackson in

12£ Agriculture shares Berry's view when

he writes.
Nature is at once unca.pra.ising and forgiving.
but we do not precisely know . ~e degree of
her comprom1se nor the exten
f her
forgiveness.
1 frankly doubt that we ever
will. But we can say with a rather high
degree of certainty that if we ore to heal
the split. it is the human agricultural system
which must grow more toward the ways of nature
rather than the other way around.
(93-4)
Another critical dispar1ty between traditional
and orthodox agr1culture is the degree of the farmer's
1nvolveme nt and care.

A traditional farmer knows the

1mportance of always balancing proper use with proper
care. because. as Berry says in

~

Long-Legged House.

"Nature has never permitted freedom from responsibility"
(42).

Proper use and proper care. in equal proportions.
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ssur e th
the

l a nd 's fe rt i lity, Wh1 Ch 1n t urn

f~mily's

s s ur es

and th e c ommun i ty's suste nance.

Throughout

his canon, B rry often sets tr d i tion a l farming against
the expa nding backdrop o f modern

~gribusiness,

which

depe nds on a far greater proportion of use than care:
use i s easily and swiftly accomplished by machines,
but care is more d1fficult, more time-consuming and
requires more human interaction and responsibility.
The farther man 1S removed from the substance ot his
work, Berry argues, the greater is his tendency to
neglect or ignore it.

He says that "a family farmer,

for instance, will walk his fields out of interest;
the industrial farmer or manager only out of necessity"
(~188).

Traditional care requires a ca.prehensive,

intimate, often passionate knowledge of th
of one's place.
Unsettling

2i

ature

Berry writes, for example, 1n!h!

Amer1ca,

A healthy farm culture can be based only
upon familiarity and can grow only among
a people soundly establ1shed upon the land;
it nourishes and safeguards a human intelligence
of the earth that no amount of technology
can satisfactorily replace.
(43)
And he adds that
the best farm i ng requires a farmer--a
husbandman, a nurturer--not a techniCIan
or bus1nessman. A technician or a businessman,
given the necessary abilities and ambitions,
can be made in a little while, by training.
A good Carmer, on the other hand, 1S a cultural
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pro uc t; he ~s made by a sort of trd~nin g ,
cert ~nly, in what his time imposes or demands,
but he ~s also made of enerations of
experience . This essent~al experience can
only be ac umul ated, tested , preserved, hand e d
down in settled households, friendships,
nd communit~es that re deliberately and
carefully native to the~r own ground , in
which th past has prep red the present and
the present safeguards the future .
(45)
Berry and his family live on a trad1t10nal farm
in a traditional community whece, as he explains 1n
an

~ntecview,

"we gcow v1rtually everything we eat--milk,

meat, vegetables, eggs--and we sell some of our cattle.
and we exchange labor with some of our ne ighbors
when needed" (Ehclich 10).

Bryan Woolley, in another

interview, stcesses that Bercy's faca
is a ceal facm, not a writec-peotessoc's country
estate .
Its choces include mi . ' ng cows and
cucrying horses and ulk~ng o \.'
tal
and
aend~ng fences and mowing hay
nd a ll the
othec t1me-consuaing , sometiaes b«ck-breaking ,
labor that family agricultuce requices.
(10)
Berry's adv1ce to "Beware the Justice of Natuce," and
to "Undecstand that there can be no s ucc essf ul human
economy apart from oc in defiance of Nature," his first
a nd second "coaaands," has a bit moce validity given
th t "Becry

~s

the fifth generation of his father ' s

family and the sixth generation of his mothec's to
facm 1n Henry County in the neighbochood of Port Royal"
(Woolley 8) .
the h1story of

Loyal to the cyclic vision, he knows
h~s

ncestocs and their land , and he
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understan ds how each has affected the other .

He al so

has studied othe r fa r ms a nd li ved with se veral fa r mi ng
families

~n

Ame r1 ca a nd a b r o ad , a nd he k nows t hat some

ge nera t io ns, e ve n i n hi s own famil y, a bused or neg lected
the i r la nd: t hei r hei rs suf fe r ed , a nd th e la nd's sc a rs
r emai n v i sibl e e ven a ft er s e ve ral generat i ons of careful
s tewa r d s hi p.

Oth e rs worked more i n ha r mony with the

ne eds of th e l a nd , a nd they and their heirs were rewarded
wit h the assuran c e of soil f ertil i ty.

Berry acknowledges

th at he i s a product of h i s heritage--both the good
a nd the ba d--and he applies his ancestral knowledge
to mai ntain h i s na tive land's good health.
Hi s a rgume nts, then, do have incredible substance.
Af t e r a ll, he, unlike the Southern Agrarians, actually
moved back to th e l and after maki ,
li t e rar y world.

a ni c he i n the

Hi s motive wa s no t so much to become

an observer o f Nature a s it was to become a pa rtner
with Na tu re th r ough the oldest a nd noblest means--farmi ng.
I n " ne Mak1ng of a Mar gi na l Farm," Berry explains
his pull toward husbandry and how it sha ped, and continues
t o sh a pe , h i s a rt:
As a c hild I a l ways i ntended to be a f a rme r.
As a young man, I g a ve up that intention,
assuming that 1 could not farm and do the
other things 1 wanted to do. And then 1
bec ame a farmer almost unintentiona ll y a nd
by a kind of necessity.
'fhere was a t i me, after 1 had le(t home
and before I c ame ba ck, when this p la ce was
my " sub jec t matter.".
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In com1ng home a nd sett11ng on th1S place,
1 began to live i n my subJect, and to lea rn
that 1ivlng-rn-one's subJect is nOt a t al l
the same as "having" a subject. To 11ve
in th e place that is one's s ub Je ct is to
pass through the surface. Th e simplifi c ations
o f distan ce and mere observ a tion a re thus
destroyed.
(!f 336-37)
Berry assures hlS readers that fa rming, to h im ,
lS not drudgery, but pleas ure.

In his view, tradit10nal

farming is an art, and farming the land requires the
same di scipline as writing a poem.

John Ditsky calls

fa rmlng Berry's "paradigm of art" (13).

And Driskell

says frankly that Berry "is the saae person when writing
as when plowi ng" (63).

Traditional farmers. like artists.

learn thelr art through a kind of cultural process.
the cyclic view of education. rather than through training
or programm i ng. the linear view.

Berry explains that

the best f arming
grows not only out of factual knowledge but
out of cultural tradition; it is learned not
only by precept but by exaaple. by
apprenticeship; and it requires not merely
a competent knowledge of its facts and processes.
but also a complex set of attitudes. a certaln
culturally evolved stance. in the face of
the unexpected a nd the unknown.
That is to
say, it requires style in the hlghest and
richest sense of that term.
(~98)
And he malntains th is view i n

~

Unsettling

2f

America:
Because the s oil is alive. various. 1ntricate,
and because its processes Yleld more readily
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to i mit a t io n than to a nalysis, more read il y
to care than to c oercion, agriculture can
nev er be an exact science. There is an
inescapable kinship between farming and art,
for farming depends as much on character,
devotion , imagination , and the sense of
structure, as on knowledge.
It is a practical
art.
( 8 7)
To Berry, then, his farm and his poetry share
the same form .

Wyatt Prunty observes that "the order

Berry makes of nature through the practice of farming
he also makes of human experience through the practice
of poetry" (960).

"This place has become the form

of my work, its discipline," Berry has written, "in
the same way the sonnet has been the form and discipline
of the work of other poets: if it doesn't fit,
not true"

(~52).

it's

Berry allies his farm to his cyclic

v ision of art in "From the Crest," a poem in Clearing.
t 'or examplE.', in the third section

the ?Oem he writes,

The farm must be made a form,
endlessly bringing together
heaven and earth, light
and rain building, dissolving,
building back again
the shapes and actions of the ground.
(g 191)
Like the farmer,

the poet must stay in tune with the

natural processes of his world, because "the rhythms
of the land are an analogue by which we understand
ourselves" (Prunty 958).
Farm," an essay in

~

In "A Defense of the Family
Economics

(~),

Berry further

supports the link between land, its people, and art
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by c 1ting Eric Gill ' s

~

Holy Tradi tion of Working in

which G111 links tr aditio nal work to art: "Every man
is called to g i ve lo ve t o the work of his hand s .
man is called to be an artist"

(~166).

Every

To this,

Berry adds ,
The small family farm is one of the last
places--they are getting rarer every day--where
men and women (and girls and boys, too) can
answer that call to be an artist, to learn
to give love to the work of their hands.
It is one of the last places where the
maker--and some farmers still do talk about
"making the crops"--is responsible, from
start to finish, for the thing made.
(166)
His artistic vision of agricult ural work, then,
is diametrically opposed to the industrial vision which
maximizes agricultural mechanization in order to
minimalize human interaction wit " and care of the land,
separat1ng humans as far as POSS l blc from Nature in
pursuit of economic efficiency.

Berry, this

modernization of view and practice has created a
character-killing and "community-killing agriculture,
with its monomania of bigness"

(~41).

He explains

that the modern view h ol ds that agriculture
is not primarily the work of farmers, though
it has burgeoned on their weaknesses.
It
is the work of institutions of agriculture:
the university experts, the bureaucrats,
and the "agribusinessmen,· who have promoted
so-called efficiency at the expense of community
(and of real efficiency), and quantity at
the expense of quality.
(~42)
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I ndustr ial a riculture, th en , as Berry understands
it, not only rejects the cyclic vision's quality over
quantity, education over tr ai n i ng a nd

programm~ng,

but likewise violates most of Berry's ten ·commands·
as set forth i n his commencement

ad~ress.

The modern linear view of progress not only has
destroyed many of America's farmlands; it also has
been the dr i ving force behind strip mining, deforestation.
pollution. and so on, and has widened the gap between
humanity and the l and.

Because the current natural

resource crisis, in Berry's view, is a direct consequence
of our character. the only real hope lies in the change
of attitudes and lifestyles.

But for such a change

to be effect i ve, Berry argues. it must begin on the
persona l

level, not merely under the guise of n

"movements."

' onal

Berry says in "The Futility of Global

Thinking,· for example. that
the civil rights movement has not given us
better communities. The women's movement
has not g i ven us better marriages or better
households. The environment movement has
not changed our parasitic r l ationship to
nature.
(17)
As Amer ica ns. we must first acknowledge our complicity
as ·conquistadors.· that we are inheritors of a past
which saw the land as a great obstacle to be conquered.
Momentous change, Berry asserts. can occur only by
recog n izi ng our continuance of that evil.

Woolley
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expla1ns Be rry's v iew of ho w our modern c ris i s i s l i nked
to our h i sto ry:
We are the heirs of front i ersmen who
hel d the whoremaster's view of the land.
They moved onto virgin soil, denuded it,
used i t until it was exhausted, then moved
on t o more v1rg i n territory--unlike the i r
Old World forebears, who lived on the
same g round for thousands of years, and
through care, kept it productive. The
v1rg i n l and i s gone now, but we still
behave like our forefathers, and we
compound their sins, seeking bigger
and quicker profits than they, DOving
on faster than they, ignoring the
long-term consequences of our actions.
(12)
Aside from our suicidal depletion of natural
resources, one of Berry's concerns is that our attitude
toward the land necessitates our estrange.ent from
i t.

Woolley shares Berry's stand when h

writes,

Many of our conflicts and proble. .
would be DOre manageable • • • if so .any
people had not been re.oved from the
countryside, if they and their animals
had not been replaced by corporations
and machines. We would be better off
if so many of the wild places had not
been destroyed.
For in such placesfrom the Old Test . . . nt prophets to the
days of Thoreau and up to the present
--.an's truest insights into his own
nature and his place in the universal
scheme have been found.
(10)
Berry has said that -my sense of values comes from
what I'. rooted in, what 1 believe in- (Ehrlich 11).
To him, Nature, DOre specifically the Nature of his
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mor al teacher .

p rtlcular pI c , se rv es as
ac ur e Co nsu mers , " .. n essa y
Berry e x pI

~ns

on

~n

!h!:.

In "The

Lo ng-Legged lIouse,

of Che d n g ers i n herent In our 10ng 1ng

co sep rate ourselves f rom the l a nd :
Ma n c nnot b e i nd epe nde nt of n atu re.
In one way or another he must li ve in
relat~on to it, a nd ther e are on l y two
alte rn ative s: the way of che fronciersman,
whose response to natu re was to domi na t e
i t, to a ssert his presence ~n ~t by
destroying ~C; or the way of Thoreau.
who went co natural places co become
qu iec ~n them. to learn f rom them. to
be restored by them. To know Chese places.
beca use to know them ~s to need them
and respect them and be humble before them.
~s co preserve them.
To fail to know them,
be ca use ~gnorance can only be greedy of
them. ~s to destroy them.
(41-42)
Berry's canon c onstitutes an urgent call to reevaluate
both our use of Nature's "gifts" and our v iew of
ourselves .

And ic is a pI a to redirect

~u

n .. ... ronmenta J.

c on ce rns f rom the abstract notion o f our .. 1 net" to
the more g round ed,
homes

nd our

famil~ar

commun~ties .

notion of our "place"--our
In his address, Berry

asked che Ba r Harbor graduates. "How. after all. can
a nYbody--any partIcular body--d o anything to heal a
plan ec?"

And he answered .
Nobody can do a nything to heal d planet.
The suggestion thac anybody could do so is
preposc e rous.
The heroes of abstract~on
keep galloping in on the~r white horses to
save the pl a net--and they keep fallIng off
~n f ronc of the grandstand. ("Futility· 16)
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vie must, th erefo r e , " put the i nt erest of th e comm un ity

first ," Berry's sixth "comma nd ."

Gary Tolliver observes

that, "t ho ug h America has had a nd co ntinues to have
its spokesmen for wilderness," Berry's great emphasis
on commun i ty makes h im "dist i nctiv e for his formidable
and un yieldi ng literature of settlement" (9).

Berry's

prem i se impl ici t, often explicit, i n almost all of
his work is that we must have a particu l ar place, must
identify wi th i t, must love it, must care for it.
And only by staying in this place long enough (in one
generation or through the memory of several generations)
will we fully realize the consequences of our presence
there: "We may deeply affect a place we own for good
or ill," Berry has written, "but our lives are
nevertheless included in its life; it w"
us, beae i ng the results"

(~

suevive

143).

The Beery family's use of an outhouse, or moee
prec isel y a "compostlng privy," ls a telling example
of their exemplary caee for their place.

Berry says,

There's something very healing in the idea
of that privy, that a broken circle has been
mended theee, that what came out of the land
is being put back into it by means of that
privy.
It means that a certain part of our
life that was potentially damaging to the
world has been made useful to the world.
(Woolley 11)
Woolley elucidates the meaning of "useful to the world"
i n the context o f Berry's cyclic v i sion and his emphasis
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on settlement:
To understand the meaning of the privy, one
~ould have to remain on the farm long enough
to see the compost on the ground, the plants
blossom and bear, their fruit eaten, the
cycle of nature completed.
(11)
To Berry, the privy is one
the

~orld

~ay

of doing no damage to

(his tenth ·command") by

~ay

of participating

harmoniously rather than discordantly in Nature's cycle
of birth, growth, maturity, death, decay--and rebirth.
By finding and settling into a place, we can more
precisely comprehend this ruling cycle and our role
in it.

Donald Hall notes that
Berry speaks from a vision of work, the hard
work of the cyclical farm, where the farmer
uses animal and hwaan waste to grow crops
for animals and hwaans, where th~ heel of
seasons rolls its rounds, huaan
a ni~~l
muscles behind it. On the other hand,
contemporary agribusiness, always '~ialiZin9'
uses animals or plants as protein-s .aths,
as molecular-processors--and turns good manure
into a pollutant, creates poison, rather
than conserves energy.
(24)

The best way to understand ourselves in the context
of Creation, then, is to find and settle into a particular
place.

And by intimately knowing a place (for Berry,

his traditional farm), we may more clearly observe,
through a cyclic vision, our long-term effects--good
and bad--on the land.

Only then, in serry's view,

are we able to accurately ally our attitudes and
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11festyles to Nature to assure a sort of cont i nuous
narmony between the human economy and Nature's economy.
not only for the pr sent. but for the future as well:
the place w111 help bon

family and community; the

memory. a safeguard of the future. will stay intact
through the m1nd's constant association with the place;
and we will more wholly understand cyclic patterns--that
mutability is Nature's means of permanence. S

For "it

is only in the processes of the natural world. and
in analogous and related processes of human culture .
Berry writes 1n "Olscipline and Hope. "that the new
may grow usefully old. and the old be made new"
1501.

(~

Chapter Three

Departures and Returns: The Earth as
"source and destiny"

Since I was here last the leaves
have fallen.
The forest has been at
work, dyin9 to renew itself, coverin9
the tracks of those of us who were
here, buryin9 the paths and the old
campsites and the refuse.
It is
showin9 us what to hope for.
And
that we can hOpe. And how to hope.
It will always be a new-;Qrld, if we
will let it be.
The place as it was is gone, and
we are 90ne as we were. We will
never be in that place a9ain. Rejoice
that it is dead, for havin9 received
that death . the place of ne~ r year,
a new plac e, is ly i n9 potent in th~
ground like a deep dream.
"The Journey's End"

!&

265

A focal point in Berry's canon, one which makes
him, as Donald Hall has said, "a prophet of our

heal~n9"

(24), is thdt natural "processes are invariably cyclic,
r~sin9

and fallin9, takin9 and 9ivin9 back,

and dying"

(~144).

liv~ng

The possibility of such harmony

between Nature and humanity i. the essence of Berry's
cycl~c

v~s~on,

for almost all of his prevalent themes
50
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an

images are geared towar d a b la nce of some sort--of

us

and care , of growth a nd decay, of life a nd dea th,

of depa rtur e s a nd r turns.

But although Nature's economy

1S geared toward stability through th e revo l ut io ns
of her "Wheel," the human economy is not, a nd Nature's
cycle ca n be i nt e rrupted or altered by man's 1ntervention.
One cons e quence, of course, is that decay can begin
to outbalance renewal--a terrifying prospect unless
Nature i s

llowed to naturally reclaim what she has

c reated.
One of the cruxes in the conflict between traditional
agriculture and modern agribusiness is that the modern
l1near view focuses "almost exclusively on the productive
phase of the natural cycle"

(~

145), sending the soil

into a kind of cyclic imbalance.

Berry m i ntains that

agric ultura l , env1ronmental, and cultural nea l ing cannot
occur until we fully understand how to adapL our
"technology" to natural processes.

He explains in

"Discipline and HOpe" that
the means of production become more elaborate
all the time, but the means of return--the
building of health and fertility 1n the
soil--are reduced more and more to the shorthand
of chemicals. According to the industrial
vision of it, the life of the farm does not
rise and fall in the turning cycle of the
yea r; i t goes on in a straight line from
one harvest to another.
(~145)
H

adds that the modern agribusinessman's tunnel vision,
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"In che long run. may well b
chan of anychin

more producclve of

usce

else" because "it wastes che soil"

and "frequencly (ails co return" ch e "manures and oth r
organic resIdues"

(~

145).

ithout such return. the

land c nnot adequately renew itself. and so modern
agriculcure is not a sustainable agriculture at all.
but a sel f -destructive one.

The only solution is to

learn "the disciplines that take acc ount of death as
well as life . decay as well as growth . return as well
as production"

(~147).

Berry maintains that.

without a complex knowledge of one's place.
and without the faIthfulness to one's place
on which such knowledge depends, it is
inevitable th t the place will be used
carelessly, and eventually destroyed.
(~ 68-69)
In th

fourth sectIon of "Where ,"

.;) m i ., Clearilo9

(19 77) . Berry tells of a ge ner atIon of f

r me rs who

did not properly balance use with care, who did not
love or fully understand their land.
the

They ig nored

ature of their place, and failed to consider the

experience of the farm's past owners:
The land bears th scars
of minds whose history
was imprinted by no example
of a forbeari n g mind • • • •
One lifetIme of our history
ruined It. The slopes
of the watershed were stripped
of tr es . The black topsoil
washed away in the tracks
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of logger a nd plowman.
The c reeks, that onc e ran clear
after the heaviest r ai n s ,
ran muddy, dried in summer.
from year to year watchin g
from h is por ch , my grandfather
saw a barn roo f slowly
come into sight above
a neighbor i ng ridge as plows
and rains wore down the h i ll.
1 78 -79)

(E

But in a later poem, "Work Song," in the same volume,
the poet, in his effort to keep a natural balance between
death and life, celebrates the possibility of renewal.
He envisions a place whose inhabitants "will take /
nothing from the ground they will not return, / whatever
the grief at parting."

Informing this poem is a cyclic

vision of hope, for such a reverence by one generation
will help perpetuate reverence for the land in succeeding
ge nera t ions.

Th

poet

continu~s,

Memory,
native to this valley, will spread over it
like a grove, and memory will grow
~nto legend, legend into song, song
lnto sacrament.
The abundance of this place,
the songs of its people and its birds,
will be health and wisdom and indwelling
light.
This is no paradi sal dream.
Its hardship i s its possibility.
188)

(E

The linear practice of too much use accompanied
by too li ttle care is not, of course, exclusive to
agriculture.

But Berry singles lt out because the

earth, more precisely the topsoil, is the life generating
force; if it falters, all else wi l l fail:
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The soil is the great conn ector o f lives .
the source and desti nati on o f all .
It is
the healer a nd restor e r a nd res urr ecto r.
by whi c h disea se pa sses i nto hea lth. age
i n to you th . death i n to lif e. wi thout proper
ca r e fo r i t we can have no comm un ity . be ca use
without proper care for it we ca n ha ve no
life.
( ~ 86)
Th is idea is the ba s ic premise for Berry ' s thematic
emphasis on ag ri culture --a word which. in its root
sense. a sense that ag r i business ig nores. means to
promot e the growth of the land.
That the dead must pass into the earth to give
r ise to ne w life is both a primary law of Nature and
a f undamental Biblical doctrine. which. in Berry's
v1ew. are closely linked.

Berry writes in "A Native

Hill. an e ssay in The Long-Legged House." that
the most exemplary nature is t ha t of the
topsoil.
It is very Christ-like in its
passivity and beneficence. and in the
penetrating energy that issues out of its
peaceableness.
It increases by experience.
by the passage of seasons over it. growth
rising out of it and return i ng to it, not
by ambition or aggressiveness.
It is enriched
by all things that die and enter into it.
I t keeps the past. no t as history or as memory.
bu t as richness. new possibility.
Its fertility
is always building up out of death into new
promise.
Death is the bridge or the tunnel
by wh ic h its past enters its future.
(204)
And i n

~

Unsettling

2f

America he explains how the

earth i s a giver o f life. and he parallels the l i fe
of the s011 to th e life of the spirit:
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It ~he eart~ i s alive i tself.
I t is a grave,
too, of course. Or a healthy soil is.
It
is full of dead animals and plants, bodies
that have pa.sed through other bodies.
For
except for some humans--with their sealed
coffins and vaults, their pathological fear
of the earth--the only way into the soil
is through other bodies.
But no matter how
finely the dead are broken down, or how many
times they are eaten, they yet give into
other life.
If a healthy soil is full of
death it is also full of life: worms, fungi,
microorgan i sm. of all k i nds, for which, as
for u. humans, the dead bodies of the once
living are a fea.t.
Eventually this dead
matter become • •oluble, available a. food
for plant., and life begins to rise up again,
out of the .oil into the light. Given only
the health of the .oil, nothing that die.
is d.ad for very long. Within this powerful
economy, it ••••• that death occur. only
for the good of lif.. And having follow.d
the cycle around, w. s •• that w. have not
only a d ••cription of the fundam.ntal biolQ9ical
proc ••• , but a •• taphor of gr.at beauty and
pow.r.
It i. i.po•• ible to cont •• plat. the
life of the .oil for v.ry long without ••• ing
it a. analQ9ou. to the life of t~ .pirit.
No le •• than the faithful of r.l
1
n i.
the good far •• r .indful of the per .i.tenc.
of life through d.ath, the pa •• ag. of en.rgy
through changing for...
(86)
The ·cyclic vi.ion,· th.n, ••••• death a. an int.gral
and indispen.able part of lif.·

(~142).

And it vi.w.

life as a .ucce •• ion of d.parture s and return.: pa.t
lives integrated into pre.ent lives; pa.t and pre •• nt
integrated into future.

A. John Lang points out, to

Berry and to all who share the cyclic vision--those
attuned to Nature--d.ath r.present. hOpe, and only
by fearl.ssly acc.pting d.ath can lif.'s wholen.ss
be achieved (261).

Berry writes in ·Oisciplin. and
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Hope" th a t, "be c a use dea th is i nesc a pable, a biologica l
a nd e c olog ical ne cess i ty,
sp~r i cu a l

.. hole "

obl~ g at i on,

(f!! 14 3) •

~ts

accepcance becomes a

ch e only means o f making life

"Death f or Berry," Lang notes,

~s less a termination than a transformat i on.
Thus, to embrace death as f ruition and as
a prelude to ne .. life is to entrust oneself
to what Berry c alls "the sustaining mysteries
and powers of the creation."
(261)

And Spee

Morgan observes that
discovering and saying yes to what he has
been given--life that lives in the shadow
of death--is the theme that Berry somet~mes
proclaims, sometimes struggles with, • •
(and sometimes] celebrates.
(876)

Such an auspicious view of death, as Berry admits in
"Two Economies," an essay in

~

Econc .. ..£!. , is rather

foreign to the modern sensibility: "In a time when
death is looked upon with almost universal enmity,
it is hard to believe that the land we live on and
the lives .. e live are the gifts of death" (62).
As a farmer tuned to natural processes, and as
a poec tuned to natural forms, Berry turns to
cycle as a central artistic motif.

~ature's

Images of departures

and of returns abound throughout his work; death as
a prerequiSite to life is an especially prevalent theme.
Morgan notes that , in Berry 's poetry, the cyclic view
of d edth is first announced in

"D~a g on,"

a poem later
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published in Berry's f irst vo l ume.
(1964): the poet writes.

~

Broken Ground

"1 am derived from my death.

I Marked by the black river. I With this knowledge
I will enter mornin g "

(.!!£ 5).

Morgan defends the poet's

emphasis on death:
Death is the power to be reckoned with; it
is the primary fact for the man who has
submitted himself to living on the earth,
with it, according to its terms.
By dealing
with death the man achieves--if he is to
achieve them at all--wholeness and light.
(872)
Images of death enabling and signaling the start
of new life pervade Berry's first poetry collection.
The poet writes in "Boone," for example, "Death is
a conjecture of the seed I and the seasons bear it
out"

(~

9).

And in another poem, "

n Walking and

Singing," the poet speaks of the essentia l

union of

a man's life with his acceptance of his fate.

The

poet says. ·We take form within our death. the figures

I emerging like shadows in fire,· and then he asks,
·Who is it? speaking to me of death's beauty."

The

poet continues,
I think it is my own black angel, as near me
as my flesh. I am never divided from his darkness,
his face the black mask of my Cace. My eyes
live in his black eye-holes. On his black wings
1 rise to sing.
His mouthing preaences attend
my singing:
Die more lightly than live,
they say. Death is more gay.
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he r e 's no argument
agai ns t its certainty , at l eas t, th ey say.
1 know they know as surely as I 11ve my death
exists , and has my shape .
(ff 11-12)
Berry pushes this theme further i n the same poem by
telling of a man s trid i ng "merrily" as "He walks a nd
sings to his death" with the assurance that "w i nter
wi ll equal spring."

The poet conti nues, "But to the

sound of h i s passing / he sings.
/

It i s a kind of triumph

tha t he grieves • • • " (13).
Berry's workaday farming experiences serve to

enhance and continually validate his tr aditi onal,
literary, and religious i nfluences and beliefs, or,
as he says at the end of "Below," a poem in

~

f!!!

(1980), "What 1 stand for / is what 1 stand on"
207) .

As both husbandman and poet, he sec

(ff

i mse l f

as bound to his place and to the soil, and th r o ugh
th1s union he is able to reconcile his own eventual
death.

He wr i tes i n "A Native Hill" that, after returning

home from living i n New York, he came to see himself
as "growi ng out of the earth like the other native
animals and p la nts"

(~178).

And from this revelation

he came to understand his mortality--that he, as does
everything in Nature, i nevitably must again become
part of the earth: "I saw my body and my daily motions
as brief coherences a nd artic ul ati ons of the e nergy
of the place, which would fall back i nto the earth
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l ike leaves 1.n the autumn"

(~178).

And so by this

identification he came to accept his own death as part
of a f undamenta l pattern common to animals , plants,
man, soil, even community.
Although man has i n creasi ngly sought to separate
himself physically from Nature, Berry believes that
man still has a powerful inherent l onging for the earth.
The poet says in "Where," a poem in Clear in9 (1977),
that "the mind still hungers /

for its earth, its bounded

/ open space, the term / of its fi nal assent"

(££ 177).

Such a poet inevitably, as Lang points out, "must confront
the problem of change and the body's dissolution.
Loving the earth, the individual can be reconciled
with death" (260-61).
To truly love

som ~ thing,

one must

<r~ w

it intimately,

must understand it as fully as possible, must care
for it , and feel a part of it.

Such intimacy is the

premise for Berry's emphasis on place, particularly
one's "natural" place.

To Berry, the understanding

of oneself and the comprehension of one's death is
clarif i ed upon settling into and learning one's chosen
"place"--because, as Wyatt Prunty explains, the land
is "an a nalogue by which we understand ourselves" (958).
In "A Native Hill," Berry explains, in the context
of his cyclic vision, this idea of self-knowledge in
relation to one's death :
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Until we unde r s t a nd what the l a nd is, we
are at odds w~th everything we touch. And
to come to that unde rst a nding i t is n cessary,
ev e n now, to le a ve the regions
o ( ouc c on q uest--t he cleared f i ld s, the
towns and c~ties, the highways--and r e - e nt e r
the woods.
For only there can a man encountec
the silence and the darkness of his own absence.
Only in thia silence and darkness can he
recover the sense of the world ' s longevity,
of its abil i ty to thrive wIthout him, of
his inferiority to it and his dependence
on it. Perhaps then, havIng heard the silence
and seen that darkness , he will grow humble
before the place and begin to take it in--to
learn from it what it is . As its sounds
come inro-hTi hearing , and its lights and
colors come into hia viaion, and lts odocs
come into his nostrils, then he may come
into ita presence aa he never haa befoce,
and he-will arrive in his place and will
want to remain.
His life will grow out of
the ground like the other livea of the place,
and take ita place among them.
He will be
with them--neither ignorant of them, nor
Indifferent to thea, nor againat them--and
ao at last he will grow to be native-bocn.
That ia, he muat r.-enter the ailence and
the darknes c , and be born ag J
(~ 207)
And latec in the aame eaaay he speaks mor
connect~ng

personally,

his own farm to hia aenae of immort lity:
As I alowly fill with the knowledge of thia
place, and sink into it, 1 come to the aenae
that my life here la inexhauatlble, that
ita possibilltiea l l e rich b hind and ahead
of me , that when 1 am dead It will not be
used up.
(~210)

Berry's deep underst nding of his own place, his own
love of the earth of which he IS

part, ia the baais

for hia view of death not aa aomethlng to be eluded
or feared, but a

sort o( c asauring companion--a
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cla rify i ng reflect10n 0

oneself made possibl e only

by knowing one's place:
Every man is followed by a hadow Whlch
is his death--dark, fe tur less , n mut
And for every man there 1S ~ plac
h r
his shadow is clarified nd lS m d hlS
reflectlon, where h1S tace lS mIrror d ln
the round.
He sees his ource n hIs d st1ny,
and they are acc pt bl e to h1m.
H b comes
the follower of what pursu d hIm.
What houn ed
his track becomes hlS compa nlon.
This is the myth o{ my se rch an any return .

(!:1:!!
In "The Handing Down,"

Ion

po an 1n Court en

parts published in findings (1 969 ),
an old farmer's obsess1ve awareness 0
death (the controlllny them

£f

~

Memory

the

change~

mad

~ ~).

of the sun

I -13)

rry d

cClbes

hI S 1mpending

of Berry's thlr d novel,

The dYing f rm r "trusts
nd

.r: / dun

and c

~'. on

earth, / richness that forgets what 1t was,"

nd

he lS comforted, "hlS body dragg1ng a shadow, / half
hldden in 1t"

(f! )).

The poet contin ues ,

He has become one of the familiars
of the place, like a landm rk
Th birds no longer fear.
Among the greens of the full summer,
among shadows like monuments,
h makes his way down,
lovi ng the earth he will become.
(f! 48)
In th

same volum , Berry further clarifies thiS idea

1n the lln 1 sectlon of "Thre

Elegiac Poems" by asserti ng
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tnat death IS
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lie ' a hi

n
nd c nn ot b

1h

d rk

lde .. o f "the Wh el of Life" is the controlling

lh-

th.

1n

Whe 1 (1982) , a collection of poe•• ordered

ln t o

lX aectlons (an approprlate number: , dd rebirth
descr~ptlon

t o SlC Alber t Itow rd's
b1 rt h ,
b

rowth ,

matur~ty ,

of

atu4 's cycle--

death, decay) .

Th e

olume

lns w1th the poet lamenting the deaths of old friends
n

prog r esses to the promlse of ne

marrl ges a nd children.

life through

In the first three poems,

"Requiem," "Elegy," and "Risi ng, " the poet ponders
th
f

de tha of his friends, one of which is long-time
rmlng companlon Owen Flood . l

In a dream, the poet

nV1Slons a reunion with Owen and several others, some
of whom he calls "my teachers" and a few others who,
"b loved of face a n d name,
of our cOlUlon grou nd "

(ff

••
235).

once bore I

the substance

'l'he poet begins,
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To be at home on its native ground
the mind must go down below its horizon,
descend below the lightfall
on ridge and steep and valley floor
to receive the lives of the dead. It must wake
in their sleep, who wake in its dreams.
.
..
. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. ..
I passed through the lens of darkness
as through a furrow, and the dead
gathered to meet me. They knew me,
but looked in wonder at the lines in my face,
the white hairs sprinkled on my head.
(f! 234)

.

.

.

.

Owen, whose eyes are "bewildered yet with the newness
/ of his death" (CP 235), helps the poet envision himself
and Owen as they "once were: a young man mowing, /
a boy grubbing with an axe."

The poet longs to "be

back in that good time again," and Owen reassures him
that that time and all their mutual times live in the
poet's melaOry:
"We are back there again, today
and always. Where else would we be? "
He smiled, looked at me, and 1 knew
it was my mind he led me through.
He spoke of some infinitude
of thought.
(f! 236)
In true cyclic tone, Owen then speaks of
how the education of farmers is a cultural process,
a culmination of the knowledge that has been
perpetuated through time and place:
He spoke of our history passing through us,
the way our families' generations
overlap, the great teaching
coming down by deed of companionship:
characters of fields and times and men,
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qualit1es of devo t10n nd of work - e ndless fascinations, pas sio n s
old as mi nd , new as light.
(Q 23 7)
Th e poet t hen tells o f how Owen understood his im pe ndi ng
dea th a s

way of gi v1n g r1se to th e younger ge neration:
Aga1n, 1n the sun
of his last harvest, I he ard him say:
"Do you want to take this row,
a nd let me get out of your way?"
I saw the world ahead of him then
f or the first time, and I saw it
as he already had seen i t,
himself gone from it .
(Q 238)

The poet conti nu es ,
In the very hour he died, I told him,
before I knew his death, the thought
of years to come had moved me
li ke a call. I thought of healing,
heal th, fr1endship going on,
oJ
t · ... s
the ge nerations gathering, our
re ac hing one best time of all.
(Q 239)
For th e1 r departure, Owen and the poet return to their
meeting pl ace , where "Again the host of the dead /
e ncirc led us, as 1n a dance. / And 1 was aware now
o f the unborn / moving among th m. "

The poet continues:

"Our way is e ndless," my teacher said.
"The Creator is divided in Creation
f or the JOYs of recognition. We kne_
that Spirit in each other once;
it br1ngs us here. By its divisions
and returns, the world lives.
Both m1nd and earth are made
of what 1tS light gives and uses up.
So JOY contains, survives its cost.
The dead abide , as grief knows.
We a r e what we ha ve lost." (Q 2 40 )
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In

~

Wheel's third poem. "R i sing ." the poet

tells of Owe n's lov e a nd care for the land. o f his
yreat "desire" to farm . a nd of how Owen's example
i n fl uenced th e poet:
He led me through long rows
of misery. moving like a dancer
ahead of me. so elated
he was. and able. f illed
with desire f or th e ground's , rowth.
(f! 241)
The poet continues.
'l'he boy must learn the man
whose life does not travel
along any road. toward
any other place.
but is a journey back and forth
in rows. and in the rounds
of years. His j ourney's end
is no place of ease. but the farm
itself. the place day labor
Q .
rts from. jo~r ney s i n.
4e tu r ns to: the fields
whose past and potency are one.
(f! 242)
The poet then speaks of "ancient knowledge seeking

I its new minds" through

generat~ons

a traditional community.
not the story of a life. /

o f farmers in

He tells of how "this is
It is the story of lives.

knit together. / overlapping in succession. rising
/ again f rom

r ave after g r a ve"

(f!

243).

And he

concludes. "There is a kinship o f the fields I

that

yives to th e living the bre a th / o f the dead • • •
Nameless. ancient. many-lived. we reach I

throug h ages
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.I.th t he seed " (ff
Th

44).

tr ad.l.tlonal community 1S one of Berry's centr 1

metaphors for c ultural/natural harmony.

Such a community

i s a hi g hly intri ca te al l iance in which 1ndividuals
Cunct10n as ·pa rts· o f a membership. each depending
on and affect1ng all the others (the controlling theme
of Berry's collection of short Ciction.
~

Stor.l.es

2i ih! f2£!

~ ~

William Membership).

Birds:

The

traditional community. like the traditional farms
with1n .I.t • .I.S a model of interdependency.

Berry explains.

A community lS the mental and spiritual
cond1tion of knowing that the place is shared.
and that the people who share the place define
and limit the possib.l.lltles of each other's
11 ves.
(.h!:!! 61)
Such an int r twinement of lives is a way of descr1bing
a tradit10n 1 commun.l.ty dance. which

lS

often circular

and CyCllc and 1nvolves several couples. each partner
relying on the other. each couple relying on other
couples.

The result of this interdependence among

the dancers. if the dancers have learned their motions.
lS

harmony; but if one dancer acts independently or

moves in an unfamiliar motion. the result is d1scord.
These danc e rs f ollow the music and song. or ·call."
and as each sequence is completed. the cycle begins
again.

In ·People. Land. and Community.· an essay

in Standing

~

Words. Berry expla1ns the connection
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i nt e rweav~ng

betwe en th i s ty pe

0

community.

e l u ci dat~ng

Whil

d a nce a nd the i de 1

this metaphor for cultura l

and natur a l ha rmony, he brings together his

cycl~c

i deas o f tra ditional work, apprenticeship, and the
dead a s a n i ntricate part of the living:
People at work in communities three generations
old would know that their bodies renewed,
time and again, the movements of other bodies,
living and dead, known and loved, rem mbered
and loved, in the same shops, houses, and
f~elds.
That, of course, is a description
of a kind of community dance. And such a
dance is perhaps, the best way we have to
describe harmony.
(~79)
Berry uses this dance metaphor throughout his poetry
to describe harmony between humanity and Nature, between
the living and the dead, and between the living.

The

music accompanying the dances is sometimes the music
of the spheres (

not ~ s

of which are so drawn out

they can be heard by humanity only over years, decades,
even centuries), farmers working or whistling a work
song in a field, people working together harmoniously
in communities, water running in a stream, rain, a
bird, and so on.
Berry's ideas of music, dance, community, and
the dead joining the living converge in several

0

his poems, particularly his highly compressed "The
Wheel," in the volume by the same title.

In the opening

lines, the poet demonstrates the great benefit of
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harmony --t hat only through a structur ed u n if1ca t10n
o f parts can da ncers. a nd by ex t ensio n a c ommunity.
mO ll e toward whole n ess .

'l'he po e m be i ns.

At the fi rst strokes of th e fiddle bow
the dancers ris e [rom th ir seats.
The da nce begins to sha pe i tsel f
in the crowd . as couples Join.
and couples j oin couples. their mOllement
toge ther lightening the1r feet.
(fE 261)
Their dance is the dance of their heritage. a continua nce
o[ a familiar motion. much like a farmer working in
a familiar field year a fter year.

The poet then describes

a harmonious J oining of the 1111ing with the1r forebears:
They mOlle in the ancient circle
of the dance. The dance and the song
call each other into being .
Soon
they are one--rapt in a single
rap ure. so that ellen the ni g ht
ha
. ts clarity. a nd ti me
1S lIe wheel tha t br i ngs i t round.
In this rapture the dead return.
Sorro w is gone from them.
They are light.
(fE 261-62)
'I'heir rapture ensures continuous harmony: the lill i ng
a ccept i ng their mortality; the dead comforted with
the assurance that their successors w11l perpet uate
the dance.

The poet concludes with a vision of c ycli c

harmony incarnate:
They step
into the steps of the 11ving
and turn with them in the dance
in the sweet enclosure
of the song. a nd timeless
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is the wheel that brin g s i t round.
(CP 262)

Berry argues throu g hout h i s nonf ictio n, especially
The Unsettlin g o f America and

~

Economics, that

humans a re continuing to lose s ig ht of the concept
of interdependence, the idea "that things connect-that we are wholly dependent on a pattern, an all
inclusive form, that we partly understand"

(~

ix).

In "Oiscipline and Hope," Berry connects agriculture,
marriage, culture, and God:
A farmer's relat i on to h i s land is the basic
and central connection in the relation of
humanity to the creation; the agricultural
relation stands for the larger relation.
Similarly, aarriage is the basic and central
community tie; it begins and stands for
the relation we have to family and to the
larger circles of human association. And
these relationships t o l e creation and
to the human community
e i n turn basic
to. and may stand for. our relationship
to God--or to the susta i n ing mysteries and
powers of the creation.
(£tl 160)
He continues, parenthetically, by tying these connections
to his cyclic vision of

l~fe

and death:

These relationships are dependent--and even
intent--upon renewals of various sorts: of
season. of fertility. of sexual energy. of
love, of faith. And these concepts of renewal
are always accompanied by concepts of death;
in order for the renewal to take place. the
old must not be forgotten but relinquished;
in order to become what we may, we must cease
to be as we are; in order to live life we
must lose it. • • •
(£tl 160)
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In "An Anniversary," che final poem l-n
o

~

Councry

Marrl-age (1973), the poet explores, as Morgan notes,

"the marriage between a man and woman and between chem
and the land" (875).

Several of Berry's cyclic themes

culminate in this poem: marriage as a metaphor for
natural and cultural harmony, mutability as Nature's
means of permanence, death as a means of renewal,
reconciliation of death through loving the earch and
one's place on it, continuance of past motions through
community association, and the past as an intricate
part of the present:
What we have been beccaes
The country where we are.
Spring goes, sua.er coaes,
And in the heat, as one year
Or a thousand years before,
The fie '
and woods prepare
The bur
f ~heir seed
Out of t1.e's wound, the old
Richness of the fall.
Their deed
Is renewal.
In the household
Of the woods the past
Is always healing in the light,
The high shiftings of the air.
It stands upon its yield
And thrives. Nothing is lost.
What yields, though in despair,
Opens and rises in the night.
Love binds us to this ter.
With its yes that is crying
In our marrow to confirm
Life that only lives by dying.
Lovers live by the moon
Whose dark and light are one,
Changing without rest.
The root struts from the seed
In the earth's dark--harvest
And feast at the edge of sleep.
Darkened, we are carried
Out of need, deep
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I n the c ountry we have marrled.
(ff 168-69)
To Berry, then, we and the land of which we are
a part are composed of past lives; and because we are
closely linked to the dead both through our bodies--by
way of the earth and our place on it--and through our
memories, we can take hope in the possibility that
we too will live in the lives of future generations.
In

!2!

Wheel's final poea, "In Rain," the poet, while

relishing hlS union with Nature, celebrates the earth,
the body, and the aind, as regions of great confluence-places where the dead and the living aerge in harmony:
1 go in under foliage
light with rain-light
in the hill's cleft.
a . climb, my steps
n t a . flight
on the wet leaves.
Whe re I go, stones
are wearing away
under the sky's flow.
The path 1 follow
I can hardly see
lt is so faintly trod
and overgrown.
At times. looking,
1 fail to find it
aaong dark trunks. leaves
living and dead.
And then
1 aa alone. the woods
shapeless around ae.
I look away, my gaze
at rest a.ang leaves.
and then I see the path
again. a dark way going on
through the llght.
In a mist of light
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falli ng wi t h the r ai n
I wa lk th i s groun d
of wh1 c h d ea d men
and women
have lov e d
are part. as they
are a part of me.
In earth.
in blood. i n mind.
the dead and living
into each other pas ••
as the living pa ••
in and out of loves
as stepping to a song.
The way I go i .
marriage to this place.
grace beyond chance,
love's braided dance
covering the world.
Marriage to marriages
are j oined, husband and wife
are plighted to all
husbands and wives,
any life has all lives
for it. delight.
Let the rain coae,
the sun, and then the dark,
for 1 will rest
in an easy bed tonight.
{Sf 267-681

Notes

Chapter ODe

1 In his essay "A Native Hill." Berry writes.

I began my lire as the old time. and the
last of the old-time people were dying o ut.
• • • I seem to have been born with an aptitude
for a way of life that was doomed. although
1 did not under.tand it at the time.
Free
of any intuition of its doom. I delighted
in it. and learned all I could about it • •
• • If 1 had been born rive year. later I
would have begun in a different world. and
would no doubt have become a different man.
Tho.e five year. made a critical difference
in my life. and it i. a hi.torical difference.
One of the re.ult. i. that in my generation
I am .omething of an anachroni...
I . . Ie ••
a child of my ti.e than the people of my age
who grew up in the cite •• or than the people
who grew ~~ here in my own place five year.
a fter I d . .
(~171- 7 21

2 Howard'. ~ Agricultural Teata.ent (1956) and The
~ Health: ! Study
OrganIc Agriculture (19'2T
are two important .ourcea Berry u.e. to .upport hi.
practical concept. of traditional farming and cyclici •••
Calling Howard a "great agricultural .cienti.t." Berry
write. in "Poetry and Place" that
Howard founded hi. work on the perception
t hat a healthy agriculture could not be oriented
to any human economy. but had to be oriented
to nature. to "the Wheel of Life." aa he called
it. • • •
(SBW 145)
aerry appropriately citii a pa •• age from The Soil and
Health a. the epigraph for hia poetry cOllection T~
Wheel.
Reference. to Howard in Berry's works 1ncTUde.
for example. ~ 161; ~ 30. 46. 142; and ~ ~ People
!2!l 106-7.

!2i!
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3 The source for Berry's pre-19 7 8 canon is Jack Hicks'
"A Wendell Ber ry Checklist," which also contains a helpful
list~ng of uncollected prose and poems as well as secondary
sources through April 1978.
4 Vo l umes of essays (excluding RE) published between
1978 and May 1990 include ~ Gift of Good Land (1981),
Standing ~ Words (1983), ~ Economics-Tl9i7T, and
~ ~ People!2!l (1990).
~ H~dden Wound (1970),
an informal and highly personal exploration of racism
in Berry's region, was republished in 1989 with a new
and lengthy Afterword. Volumes of essays and poetry
are abbreviated in parenthetical references; a list
of standard abbreviations precedes the list of Works
Consulted.
5 Volumes of poetry (excluding CP) published between
1978 and May 1990 include A Part (Il80), The Wheel (1982),
and Sabbaths (1987). All references to poetry (except
"oiagon'l are taken from Collected Poems 1957-1982 (1985).
For the reader's convenience, the volume ~n which a
cited poem originally appeared is given in the text.

6 Fiction published between 1978 and May 1990 include
The Wild Birds: Six Stories of the Port Williaa Me.berShi~
TT98~nd Rememberin~ (198817 A pIiCi ~ Earth (orginai y
publis hed 1967) was h~gh l condensed and republished
in 1983.
7 In "A Secular Pilgrimage" (CH 3-35), Berry traces
nature poetry through English ana-American poets from
Chaucer to Cary Snyder. Berry's inclusion and exclusion
of poets in this discussion is helpful in elucidating
his ideas of Nature and nature poetry.
In another essay,
"A Practical Harmony," he discuss.s the descent of the
idea of Nature as teacher, "that we can live only in
and from nature, and that we have, therefore, an
inescapable obligation to be nature's students and stewards
and to live in harmony with her" (~~ People !2£?
104). He explains that "this is a theme of both the
classical and the biblical traditions," but adds that
after Alexander Pope, ·so far as 1 know, this theme
departs from English poetry." He continues,
Later poets were inclined to see nature and
humankind as radically divided and were no
longer much interested in the issues of a
practical harmony between the land and its
human inhabitants. The romantic poets, who
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subscribed to th e modern d o c trine of the
preeminence o f the human mind, tended to look
upon nature not as a nything they might ever
have pract ic al dealings with, but as a reservo i r
of symbols.
(~~ people !2!l 104-5)
Speer Morgan in "Wendell Berry: A Fatal Singing " accurate l y
poi nts out that Berry's "style is that of a farmer who
plants and tends straight rows, not a Romantic who wanders
temporarily in the luxuriance of a wild and infinite
nature • • • • To him, the love aff ai r of the Romantic
agrarian becomes a permanent marriage, so that when
the easy sweetness o f novelty wears off, the relationship
may continue and deepen" (870- 71).
8 Berry cites Black Elk, an Oglala Sioux holy man,
in "Discipline and Hope." In his exploration of the
linear and cyclic visions, Berry explains that
to Black Elk earthly blessedness did not lie
ahead or behind; it was the result of harmony
within the circle of the people and between
the people and the world.
A man was happy
or sad, he thought, in proportion as he moved
toward or away from "the sacred hoop of (his]
people (whiCh] was one of many hoops that made
one circle, wide as daylight and as starlight.
"
(CH 140)
Berry also cites a portion of the ·' narrative o f Black
Elk," worth considering here:
"Everything t
Power of the World does is
d one in a c i r
The sky is round, a nd 1
have heard that the earth is round as a ball,
and so are all the stars. The wind, in its
greatest power, whirls.
Birds make their
nests in circles, for theirs is the same religion
as ours. The sun comes forth and goes down
again in a circle. The moon does the same,
and both are round.
Even the seasons form
a great circle in their changing, and always
come back again to where they were.
The life
of a man is a circle from childhood to Childhood,
and so is everything where the power moves.
Our tepees were round like the nests of birds,
and these were always set in a circle, the
nation's hoop, a nest of many nests, where
the Great Spir i t meant for us to hatch our
children."
(~140)
9 In his English 570 class, subtitled "Readings in
Agr ic ulture" (spring 1988), at the University of Kentucky
1n Lexington, Berry cited Milton's Comus as an exploration
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of the proper h uma n use of "natural g i fts" --t hat
temperance, no t overuse, helps ass ur e nat ur al abundance;
that cha st ity , not promiscuity, ass ur es fertility.
An d he pointed out M11ton as a goo d exam p le o f a writer
who skillfully mixes Classical a nd Biblical imager y,
whic h Berry often does in his own work.
Berry discusses
Comus and Paradise ~ i n "Poetry and Place" (~ 11 2-16).

Cbapter Two

1 In "The Profit in Work's Pleasure," Berry cites
advice to his "graduating class at Harvard
i n 1837": "This curious world we inhabit is more wonderful
than convenient; more beautiful than it is useful; it
is more to be admired and enjoyed than used"
(20).

~h oreau's

2 Gary Tolliver notes, parenthetically, that hubris
"in Berry's view has been the principal nemesis in man's
relationship with nature" (13).
In The Gift of Good
Land, for example, Berry writes that-ehe-rind--------is a gift because the people who are to possess
it did not create it.
It is accompanied by
careful warnings and demonstrations of the
folly of saying that "Hy power and the might
of mine hand hat . otten me this wealth "
(Deuteronomy 8:1 1 . Th ~s, deeply imp li cated
in the very definition of this gift is a specific
warning against hubr i s which is the great
ecological sin. Just as it is the great sin
of politics. People are not gods. They must
not act like gods or assume godly author i ty.
If they do. terrible retributions are in store.
In this warning we have the root of the idea
of propriety. of proper human purposes and
ends. We must not use the world as though
we created it ourselves.
(270)
3 In "A Practical Harmony," an essay in What Are
Peop l e !2!l, Berry discusses several wr i ters:-bO~l i ter ary
and agricultural, who have perpetuated the belief in
th e supremacy of "Nature's farming." Berry writes,
f or example. that Howard's
message was essentially the same as • • •
that of the Book of Job, Virgil, Spenser.
Shakespeare, Hilton. Pope, and Liberty Hyde
Ba11ey. Nature, he said, is "the supreme
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farmer . " If one wa nes to now how to fa rm
well , one must study th e f orest.
(1 06)
4 Berry discussed the works of Logseon, Jac kson,
'l'odd, Smith, a nd Boward in his "Readings in Agriculture"
class at U.K. (spring 1988). Be f requently cites these
writers, among many others, i n his essays; witness,
for example, "Poetry and Place" (SBW 92-193) a nd "A
Practical Harmony" (What ~ peopleFor? 103-108).
As ide f rom his occasional references, Berry's indebtedness
to t hese agric u l tura l writers is acknowledged in some
of his books' dedications: for instance, The Gift of
Good Land is dedicated to Logston; lIome EconoiiiICs,to
Ja'Cj(sOii':""""
5 See Sir Albert Howard's ~ ~ ~ Health i n
which Howard writes,
It needs a more refined perception to recognize
throughout this stupendous wealth of varying
shapes and forms the principle of stability.
Yet this principle dominates.
It dominates
by means of an ever-recurring cycle, a cycle
which, repeating itself silently and ceaselessly
ensures the continuation of living matter.
This cycle is constituted o f the successive
and repeated processes of birth, growth,
maturity, death, and decay.
(18)
In his "Readings in Agr i
l ture" class, Berry also pointed
o ut Edmund Spenser's Ca r ' ~ VI a nd VII of The Fa i ri e
Queene (also called Two Cantos of HutabilTtTe). Stanza
xvi~i of Canto VII is partic u laCTy relevant:
For, all that from her springs, and is ybredde,
How-euer fayre it flourish for a time,
Yet see we soone decay; and, being dead,
To turne again vnto their earthly slime:
Yet, out of their decay and mortall crime,
We daily see new creatures to arize; • • •
Also in his class he discussed ~ Fairie 9ueene along
w~th Shakespea re 's ~ ~ ~ ! l as two l~terary sources
for the idea o f Nature as teacher and judge.

Cbapter Thr_
1 Berry writes in The Unsettling of America's
Acknowledgments of his-Tndebtedness to Owen Flood:
Anything that 1 will ever have to say on the
sub Jec t of agriculture can be little more
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than a continuation of talk begun in childhood
with my father and with my late friend Owen
Flood. Their conversation. first listened
to and then Joined. was my first and longest
and finest instruction.
From them. before
I knew I was being taught. I learned to tnink
of the meanings. the responsibilities. and
the pleasures of farming .
(ix)
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